Hp 2000

HP specializes in developing and manufacturing computing, storage, and networking hardware,
software and services. Major product lines include personal computing devices, enterprise
servers, related storage devices, as well as a diverse range of printers and other imaging
products. Other product lines, including electronic test equipment and systems, medical
electronic equipment, solid state components and instrumentation for chemical analysis. Up to ,
the company was named Hewlett Packard Company. After a split, the computer range was
renamed to HP Inc. HP is not present in the smartphone sector as of E and E featuring an UVD3
video decoder and no dedicated memory. Dual-core processor based on the Sandy Bridge
architecture with an integrated graphics card and dual-channel DDR3 memory controller. Due to
the Pentium brand, many features of the Sandy Bridge core are deactivated. The CPU is clocked
at 2. There exist hardly any notebooks, which are rated worse. Best Displays , for University
Students. In terms of features, the only real distinguishing feature it has over the competition is
a high resolution webcam. Beyond this, it is pretty much what one can find in almost any laptop
at this price point. Well built, which is a huge bonus. The excellent keyboard is the proverbial
cherry on the proverbial cake. Performance is fairly acceptable, but the battery life is expectedly
disappointing. On a budget, this is a laptop to consider. It packs good punch for its
configuration, but we recommend adding 2GB RAM for optimal performance, which will set you
back about Rs If you already have a Windows license or plan to install Linux, you can opt for HP
TU, which is the DOS variant with exactly the same set of hardware costing around Rs 3, less.
But even though it provides adequate horsepower for Web browsing and emailing you'll have to
be patient while it struggles with more demanding productivity and multimedia encoding tasks.
As with the Toshiba Satellite CD-S, the HP offers better than average battery life but comes up
short in terms of features. Negative: No USB 3. Current Prices. Please share our article, every
link counts! Think you need a hardware repair or want to check repair status? Try our HP repair
center. Click here. Audio or sound issues? Try our automated HP Audio check! Serial number:.
Product number:. Warranty end date:. Warranty removed from product: This product was
designated to be returned to HP. Thus, the warranty has been removed from this product.
Product sold by third party: This product was sold by a third party. Any warranty support
needed would be completed by the third party that sold the product. Product has been
exchanged: This product has been exchanged for a new or refurbished product. Please use the
product number and serial numbers of the new product to validate warranty status. Product
sold without warranty: This product was sold by a reseller. Any warranty support needed would
be completed by the reseller that sold the product. The serial number provided does not match
the previously selected product. It matches the product:. Please return to the product
information page and verify the numbers provided or try again later. Errors can be displayed in
many formats. Please include all extra characters, such as hyphens or colons or periods as they
appear within the number. Possible error formats where 'x' could represent a letter or number :
xx. One or more of the values entered is not permitted. Please wait while we process your
request. This process can take several minutes depending on the number of warranties being
checked. Sign out. Select registration option. Email address. Error: Javascript is disabled in this
browser. This page requires Javascript. Modify your browser's settings to allow Javascript to
execute. See your browser's documentation for specific instructions. HP Customer Support.
Select your model. How does HP install software and gather data? Search all support. Search
help. Loading Results. Already have an HP account? Select from the products you own. HP b00
Notebook PC series. Choose a different product series. Warranty status types. Warranty types.
Verify product. Unable to determine warranty status. We are unable to determine your warranty
status for the product and serial number provided. Change your product. Example error
formatting. Select a location. Europe, Middle East, Africa. Asia Pacific and Oceania. Select a
language. Confirm Back. Check your warranty. This product cannot be identified by Serial
Number alone. Please enter a Product Number to complete the request. By completing and
submitting this form you consent to the use of your data in accordance with HP's Privacy
statement. Learn more about HP's privacy policy. Check warranty status. The Virtual Agent is
currently unavailable. Please try again shortly. Need help troubleshooting? Just ask. Try asking
HP's Virtual Agent. Session timed out. Your session on HP Customer Support has timed out.
Please sign back in to continue Sign in. Complementary Content. The HP b19wm won't impress
you with speed or features but it does get you into a inch laptop for under It packs good punch
for its configuration, but we recommend adding 2GB RAM for optimal performance, which will
set you back Powered by a Core i3 processor, the laptop is a bit outdated configuration wise but
proves a smart buy in the price range of 30, considering the pre-installed Windows 8 OS as it
handles most of the regular computing tasks with apparent ease. A smart Before anyone scoffs
at the specs of the HP notebook, it is important to note that this is a laptop that is catering to the
budget market - the affordable machine that will either be the first laptop for a lot of users or the

machine to buy when on Editors Liked Low price. Good battery life. HDMI output. Editors Didn't
Like Weak performance. Lowres screen. No USB 3. Smallish hard drive. By TechReviewSource
on August 13, 60 The HP b19wm won't impress you with speed or features but it does get you
into a inch laptop for under By hubofgadgets. By Digit on June 19, 70 Before anyone scoffs at
the specs of the HP notebook, it is important to note that this is a laptop that is catering to the
budget market - the affordable machine that will either be the first laptop for a lot of users or the
machine to buy when on Load More Reviewsâ€¦. The HP is a series of bit minicomputers that
were produced by Hewlett-Packard HP from the mids to early s. Tens of thousands of machines
in the series were sold over its twenty-five year lifetime, making HP the fourth largest
minicomputer vendor during the s. HP purchased the company in and merged it into their
Dymec division. The original model, the A built using integrated circuits and magnetic-core
memory , was released in Over the next four years, models A through C were released with
different types of memory and expansion, as well as the cost-reduced and models. All of these
models were replaced by the HP series in , [1] and then again as the 21MX series in when the
magnetic-core memory was replaced with semiconductor memory. All of these models were
also packaged as the HP series, combining a series machine with optional components in order
to run the BASIC programming language in a multi-user time sharing fashion. The introduction
of the HP in provided high-end competition to the series; the entire line was renamed as the HP
in and positioned as real-time computers. A greatly redesigned version was introduced in as the
L-Series , using CMOS large scale integration chips and introducing a desk-side tower case
model. This was the first version to break backward compatibility with previous series
expansion cards. The final upgrade was the A-series , with new processors capable of more
than 1 MIPS performance, [3] with the final A released in HP formed Dynac in to act as a
development shop for projects the main company would not normally undertake. Their original
logo was simply the HP logo turned upside down, forming something approximating "dy" and
thus inspiring the name. Learning that Westinghouse owned a trademark on that name, in they
changed it to Dymec. The company was brought in-house in to become the Dymec Division, and
in November was renamed the Palo Alto Division. Dymec originally made a variety of products
for the HP family, but over time became primarily an integrator, building test equipment and
similar systems that were used by HP. In , Kay Magleby and Paul Stoft began experimenting
with the use of PDP-5 and PDP-8 computers to act as controllers for their complex test systems,
but they felt the machines would require changes to truly suit their needs. David Packard found
Ken Olsen too difficult to deal with, and such plans went nowhere. Looking for another design
they could purchase, Packard was led to the five-person Data Systems, Inc. DSI of Detroit. DSI
was purchased in and initially set up at Dymec with four of the original five employees of DSI
and a number of other employees coming from HP's instrumentation divisions. Led by Magleby,
the new division completed the design as the A, which was demonstrated 7â€”10 November at
the Joint Computer Conference in San Francisco. The system featured an oversized cabinet that
held up to 16 expansion cards, or could be further expanded to 48 cards with an external
expansion cage. As the machine entered the market, it quickly became clear it was selling much
more rapidly into the business data processing market than the originally targeted
instrumentation market. This led to the introduction of the A in , which removed much of the
expansion capabilities to make a lower-cost offering for commercial users. A further simplified
version shipped as the A in , [5] which had only eight slots, leaving room for the power supply
to be incorporated into the main chassis. Later models of the , B through F, used newer
versions of the underlying CPU as they were introduced. Some models used low-end versions
of the same CPU as the terminal server; the F, for instance, used a S as the main CPU and
primary storage controller, while a A acted as the terminal server. In the last version, the F, a S
and A CPU were used, with the A connected to up to 32 serial terminals via serial multiplexer
interfaces. Through the s, the lineup was constantly improved with new models that remained
compatible in software and expansion with the original In early , Fred Allard, formerly of Ampex
's Memory Core Division, was asked to design a new magnetic-core memory system for the
systems rather than continue purchasing them from Ampex. This was used starting in the C
models. In , the updated A replaced the entire existing x lineup. The overall system was similar
to the earlier models and continued to be based on core memory. Physically, it most resembled
the , as the power supply was built-in and it had limited internal expansion. However, the CPU
was rebuilt with microcode that could be user-programmed, added hardware multiply and
divide, and it added a simple memory protection system, which caused a high-priority interrupt
when triggered. A two-channel DMA controller provided higher throughput. An optional
floating-point unit was also available. Front panel buttons were illuminated by small
incandescent lamps that burned out with use. The use of a switched-mode power supply [a]
allowed the chassis to be significantly smaller than the earlier models. By , HP had shipped 4,

minis, making it one of the largest companies in the market. By this time, the HP project was in
serious trouble, and in February , Packard sent Paul Ely to take over the division. Sales of the
series remained strong; the th shipped in August , the th in February , and its 10,th in February
In , the division decided to move to 4kbit SRAM memory chips in place of core. These were
about twice as fast as contemporary low-cost core, and much smaller, allowing 32kword
machines to be built in a like form factor. At the time they made this decision, 4kbit SRAMs were
not actually available, so experimental machines using the core from a series were used
initially, replaced by 1kbit SRAM. At first it appeared 4k parts would not be available by the time
the rest of the machine had been upgraded, so the company canvassed various manufacturers
and found that a few were aggressively developing 4k parts. In particular, Intel , Mostek ,
Motorola and Texas Instruments were all suggesting such parts would be available in quantity
by late Using such memories in an expansion chassis like the earlier systems meant there was
room for much more memory, into the megaword range. However, the CPU's use of bit
addresses limited the size to 32kwords. DMS expanded the address format from 15 to 20 bits,
allowing a maximum of 1,, words, a dramatic expansion of the original system. These changes
led to the introduction of the first of the 21MX series machines. This stood for the "M"
processor and the "X" memory, as the memory control systems were separated from the CPU in
order to provide flexibility in case the chosen 4k parts were changed during production. The
entire series was replaced in with the first of these 21MX series machines. Using the
highest-density parts, the new machines could support up to 1. The main difference between
the M and E was that the E used clever timing to improve the speed to about twice that of the M.
The 21MX series featured a memory management unit and semiconductor memory expandable
to 1,, words one megaword. The bit displays on the front panel buttons used small red
light-emitting diodes LEDs , instead of the burnout-prone incandescent bulbs used in earlier
versions. They started out as refrigerator-sized inch rackmount systems with lights and
switches on the front panels. The last models would use a 1-chip processor and fit under a desk
using a console terminal rather than a front panel. This was an important reason this computer
was hard to kill. In , the "HP L-Series" was introduced. This used a new processor based on
HP's large scale integration silicon on sapphire process. Although this made the expansion
cards incompatible with the earlier models for the first time, it also greatly improved overall
performance. These models lacked the memory management unit. A wide variety of different
models was produced, including desk-side towers, and a variety of different size rack-mount
systems. The HP series was introduced in , sold until June , and was supported until Notable
among these was Mike Mayfield's Star Trek of The HP was designed in an era when RAM in the
form of magnetic core memory was falling from dollars to pennies per bit, [38] while
implementing processor registers using transistors or small-scale integration remained very
expensive. This favored designs with few registers and most storage in RAM, which in turn
influenced the instruction set architecture ISA to use a memory-memory or memoryaccumulator design. This basic concept was first widely introduced in the seminal bit PDP-8,
which spawned many similar designs like the In the , addresses are bits long, allowing a total of
32k bit words of memory 64kB in modern terms. The address is broken into two parts, the 5
most significant bits refer to one of 32 "pages", while the 10 least significant bits are the
"displacement" pointing to a single word within the 1,word page. With the DMS system in the
21MX series, the upper 5 bits are instead used to select one of 32 registers, each of which holds
12 bits. The least significant 10 bits of the register are then placed in front of the original bit
displacement to produce a bit address. The registers are also accessible at memory locations 0
and 1, respectively. This means that one can load a value into an accumulator using the normal
register-save operation, for instance, LDA 1 will LoaD the value of the A register into memory
location 1, thereby copying the value of A into B. In addition to the A and B registers, the CPU
also includes the M register which holds the current memory address, and the T register which
holds the value at that address. There are also two one-bit registers, Overflow and Extend, [39]
in modern terms, these bits would be considered the status register. Certain areas of memory
are reserved for special purposes, like locations 0 and 1 used by the accumulators. Additional
words in the lowest locations in memory are used for direct memory access DMA , and vectored
interrupts see below. In later models, the highest 64 words of available memory are reserved for
the boot loader. The original instruction set contained 68 [5] or 70 instructions. All 68
instructions in the standard instruction set are 16 bits long. Most execute in one memory cycle,
or 16 clock cycles, [46] although indirect addressing and the ISZ can use up to 36 cycles. There
is no stack for subroutines; instead, the first memory location of the routine is reserved, and the
return address written to that location by the JSB instruction. Certain models extended the ISA
with add-on hardware, adding, for instance, floating point instructions or additional integer
math and memory instructions, but these would fall into the same three basic categories.

Memory instructions use four bits for the instruction, and two more for special flags, for a total
of six bits of the bit word. This leaves room for a bit address in the instruction, stored in the
least significant bits LSBs , 0 to 9. If bit 15 is set, this indicates "indirect" addressing instead of
"direct". In Direct mode, the address in the instruction is the address of the operand, while in
Indirect mode, the address was a pointer to another memory location that contained the
address of the operand. One could set bit 15 on that location as well, allowing the indirection to
be of any required depth, ending when one of the locations has a 0 in bit When set to 0, this
means the address's upper five bits were zero while the lower 10 were the value in the
instruction. This allows fast access to the Z ero page, the first 1, words of memory. When set to
1, the address is constructed by combining the 10 bits in the instruction to the top 5 bits of the
P register, the C urrent page of memory, allowing memory to be accessed as 32 pages of words.
Register instructions do not require an address, and thus have more free bits to work with. This
is used to pack up four or eight instructions into a single memory word, [50] which, used
properly, can significantly speed operations. A total of 39 register operations are included,
which are broken down into shift-and-rotate instructions, and the alter-and-skip instructions,
indicated by bit 10, [51] while bit 11 indicates whether this is being applied to register A or B.
There are two general classes of register instructions, the shift-and-rotate group and the
alter-and-skip. The second group has eight instructions that perform increments on the
registers and then a conditional branch. These are normally used to implement loops. Some
device numbers are used by the system itself. The hardware notices this pattern and begins its
operation. The actual data transfer is normally accomplished using the interrupt system.
Memory locations 4 through 63 decimal hold the addresses of routines to jump to when an
interrupt is fired, providing 60 interrupt levels. Another key feature of the series is a separate
direct memory access controller that uses cycle stealing to access memory when the CPU is
not using it, during the times when it is performing internal calculations for instance. This setup
code is often installed into one of the interrupt vectors, automating the process. HP supplied a
three-pass assembler for the machine, [57] using a column-delimited format. The first area, on
the left of the line of code, is the label, which has to start in column 1 if present. Next comes the
instruction mnemonic, then the parameters. The rest of the line can be used for a comment. The
assembler allows basic mathematical expressions to be written directly, instead of using
mnemonics, and also includes a number of pseudo-instructions like ORG to set the base
address of the program. The operating system shell, even in the late s, was very primitive, with
a single-level file system , File Manager, or FMGR. The HP also was one of the few
minicomputers that restricted file names to only five characters, rather than the six common at
the time, which made porting and even writing programs a challenge. It was used to load
diagnostics from a central repository as opposed to loading individual paper tapes. The HP ,
and desktop computers use a slow, serialized TTL version of the CPU, although they did not
ultimately use any of the operating system or application software, instead relying on
user-friendly ROM -based interpreters , such as BASIC , which work when powered up and
integrated keyboards and displays rather than disks or standard terminals. The hybrid was
developed as the heart of the new desktop computer. These were the forerunners of personal
computers and technical workstations. The elimination of multiple indirection made an
additional bit available in a memory word containing an indirect address, allowing the maximum
memory capacity to be increased from 32K bit words to 64K. The BPC also added an input
allowing the "current page" to be relative to the location of the current instruction, rather than a
power-of-two aligned page. The BPC was used in a wide range of HP computers, peripherals,
and test equipment, until it was discontinued in the late s. Poland manufactured an HP B clone
since Czechoslovakia produced its own HP compatible clones, designated ADT , , , Those
computers served in power plants, including nuclear ones, other industry, military, at
universities, etc. The ADT was designed as a single-board computer , but its mass production
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Printable version. LCCN : sh Think you need a hardware repair or want to check repair status?
Try our HP repair center. Click here. Audio or sound issues? Try our automated HP Audio
check! HP Support Solutions is downloading. This product detection tool installs software on
your Microsoft Windows device that allows HP to detect and gather data about your HP and
Compaq products to provide quick access to support information and solutions. Technical data
is gathered for the products supported by this tool and is used to identify products, provide
relevant solutions and automatically update this tool, to improve our products, solutions,
services, and your experience as our customer. The detected OS is the operating system that
we have detected you are using. We will offer drivers and other solutions in this OS first. If you
wish to see solutions related to another OS, please select the preferred operating system and
version and choose 'Change'. Select an operating system and version to see available software
for this product. Detected operating system: Selected operating system: Select your operating
system and version ,. HP is compiling your results. This could take up to 3 minutes, depending
on your computer and connection speed. Thank you for your patience. We were unable to
retrieve the list of drivers for your product. We were unable to find drivers for your product. Try
manually selecting your operating system. If your operating system is not listed then HP may
not provide driver support for your product with that operating system. Read more: I don't see
my operating system. We were unable to find any drivers for your product. Drivers may be in
development so please check back at a later date or visit the product homepage. Here is the
List. Let us detect the drivers you need for this HP PC. Our automated tool will simplify the
choices you have to make. Skip the confusion of sorting through all of our drivers and let us
detect only the ones you need. Driver detection is now available for the desktop download
experience. Give it a try on your PC! You only need to do this once to guarantee a faster support
experience at any time. Learn more. HP Support Solution Framework is downloading. Locate the
file in your browser window, and double-click to begin installing. Wait until the installation has
finished then click on continue. Visit the product home page for more support options. The PC
you are currently using does not match the PC you have selected. To detect drivers for the PC
you have selected, initiate detection from that PC or click on "All Drivers" below and download
the drivers you need. Driver detection is temporarily unavailable. Please try again later. HP has
scanned your product but currently has no suggestions for driver updates. The list of all
available drivers for your product is shown above. HP encountered an error while trying to scan
your product. Please verify your product is powered on and connected, then try again in a few
minutes. Or, view all available drivers for your product below. Not sure which drivers to
choose? Let HP identify any out-of-date or missing drivers and software. Check now. The list of
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page. Sign out. Select registration option. Email address. Error: Javascript is disabled in this
browser. This page requires Javascript. Modify your browser's settings to allow Javascript to
execute. See your browser's documentation for specific instructions. HP Customer Support.
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